Minutes of the Board Meeting of the Central States Anthropological Society
Thursday, April 7, 2011, 5 p.m. – 6:30 p.m.
Room 351, Iowa Memorial Union, University of Iowa, Iowa City, IA
Approved November 19, 2011

CALL TO ORDER AND ROLL CALL
President Ulin called the meeting to order at 5 pm and welcomed the officers.
Present: Myrdene Anderson, Margaret Buckner, Evelyn Dean-Olmsted,Nancy Eberhardt, Bill Guinee,
MaryCarol Hopkins, Alice Kehoe; Willie McKether, Harriet Ottenheimer, Audrey Ricke Robert Ulin, Jon
Wagner.
PRESIDENT’S REPORT (Robert Ulin)
President Ulin thanked Buckner for her stellar work on the conference and thanked board members for their
contributions to the work of the board. He recounted his difficulties with getting the CSAS session properly
sponsored as invited session at the AAA conference.
SECRETARY’S REPORT (Harriet Ottenheimer)
M/S/P Wagner/Buckner to approve the minutes of the December 2010 Board meeting – distributed
electronically
The latest Officer Contact List was distributed electronically
Update on membership numbers – the most recent list was distributed electronically. There were 226
members, which is above the AAA minimum. Wagner reported that the new membership site is not easy to
use and did not list his section memberships. Ottenheimer reviewed AAA’s renewal practices. Kehoe
reminded the group that because CSAS is the oldest section we should join the group of six sections that
have no minimum. Buckner said we had asked and were denied but does not recall any official denial. We
can continue as a section in any case but we just lose ability to vote in the section assembly. Not sure if we
lose right to have a session at the AAA program. We have over 280 members on the FaceBook page. There
was a long discussion of how to make sure that AAA counts our numbers correctly and what the implications
are of dropping below the minimum.
Kehoe asked Ottenheimer to find out who at AAA to talk to about getting each Spring meeting onto the
AAA calendar and schedule.
TREASURER’S REPORT (Harriet Ottenheimer)
M/S/P Hopkins/Buckner to accept the financial report – distributed electronically
M/S/P Ottenheimer/Anderson to aprove White and Dillingham award amounts for 2012 at $500.
FIRST VICE PRESIDENT’S REPORT (Margaret Buckner)
First Vice President Buckner reported on the 2011 Iowa City conference. There are 163 indiv papers
organized into 44 sessions. Sue Savage-Rumbaugh is arriving Friday nite. University of Iowa has been great.
Erica Prussing helped with reservations at Iowa House. Mike Chibnik has been fantastic in getting things done.
Ottenheimer reported that the budget is doing well at present. Buckner wondered whether registration fees
should be lowered in future years. Discussion resulted in the decision to leave it as is, to provide a cushion
against occasional high-cost meetings.
SECOND VICE PRESIDENT’S REPORT (P. Nick Kardulias; to be presented by Willie McKether)
Dr. McKether reported on plans for the 2012 conference. It is scheduled for March 22-24 in Toledo, Ohio at
the Park Inn by Radisson. The university is excited about the conference coming to Toledo. The Dean’s office
has provided some financial resources, some of which are earmarked for a banquet or if we need to pay for
AV and screens we can do that. The university is not near enough to external attractions so a downtown hotel
was chosen as a venue. The Chamber of Commerce is supportive and will put together a packet for us. AAA
has signed the contract. McKether met with the hotel manager to arrange the package. Sleeping room rate
will be around $111. If we fill a certain number of sleeping rooms (140 or 150) then the meeting rooms will be
free. If not, then the costs will still be low. He is looking at borrowing AV equipment from the Communications
Department. Buckner can bring projectors if necessary. Will see if their President can come and present a
welcome. He is a doctor, so a session on medical anthro would be good. There is a suite at the top of the
hotel to which we will have access if we sell a certain number of rooms. Could be used for receptions. Hoping
to get Michigan Universities, also Wayne State U. Also wants to reach out to archaeologists. Welcomes
suggestions from board members.

There was a discussion of AAA services available for conference: Should we use AAA to manage
registration again? Buckner says it cost $150. Ottenheimer is willing to continue with AAA if they continue to
send confirmations to her so she can build the registration data base. We need to do this so that we can
effectively manage budget conference expenses. Board agreed to only use AAA’s registration services and
not their other conference services.
SECOND VICE PRESIDENT-ELECT’S REPORT (Bill Guinee)
Second Vice President Guinee is looking for assistance with reading the student papers. He passed a
signup sheet around the table.
Regarding preliminary plans for 2013 conference: Dr. Guinee contacted Eduardo Brondisio, chair at
Bloomington, who said that in principle they were interested but had no volunteers to be on the committee. He
also talked to the Indiana Memorial Union. He got an estimate from them two days ago and it is not good.
Breakout rooms would cost $3500, there would be no comped rooms even if we go through the
Sociology/Anthropology departmenbt. The large room requires a technician @$30 per hour. Hotel rates would
be $116-160 or so. They could take $10 off of each guest room to apply to breakout room rental, which would
save us $1000 but would not save attendees anything. Dean-Olmstead pointed out that catering is also
expensive there. Dr. Guinee thinks this is not do-able. He could contact Brondisio and tell him we can’t have
our conference at the Union and ask him to suggest a hotel in Bloomington that woudl be cheaper. If not, then
we would have to go elsewhere.
Other locations suggested included Omaha, Lincoln, and Missouri (if sodomy laws have been repealed),
Columbia, and St. Louis. For St. Louis it was suggested to contact Jacqueline Lewis-Harris. Dean-Olmsted
said she could could help with legwork in St.Louis. Kehoe pointed out that Nebraska or Missouri would be
good after Toledo.
The board decided that it would be best to start with Brondisio to see if Bloomington is a possibility, and
then to consider some of the Missouri locations such as St. Louis or Columbia.
IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT’S REPORT (Margaret Buckner)
M/S (Buckner/Eberhardt) to change the award submissions (the student paper and the White and
Dillingham awards) to electronic. In discussion it was argued that the chairs could print copies to send to
readers if necessary. The motion was withdrawn.
COMMITTEE REPORTS
NOMINATION COMMITTEE (Alice Kehoe and MaryCarol Hopkins)
The final slate of candidates for 2010 election was presented. The names are listed at the
back of the Bulletin. Hopkins raised the question of her proposal from a few years ago. She had suggested
changing the track and splitting the track into several different positions. Alan Sandstrom, Hopkins, and Kehoe
(nominations committee members over the past two years) feel that it is too difficult to get people to commit to
a 4-5 year presidential track. Hopkins is resubmitting her proposal the track as appended. Hopkins added that
the jobs are very different calling for different talents. It was suggested that the local arrangements chair
probably should not be elected. Ulin proposed mentioning the idea at the business meeting, gathering
feedback, and discussing further in Montreal.
CSAS BULLETIN (Amber Clifford-Napoleone and Alice Kehoe)
AN EDITOR(S) (Evie Dean-Olmsted, Angela Glaros)
Dean-Olmsted solicited suggestions for columns.
ARCHIVIST’S REPORT (Pamela Sandstrom) – See Appendices 2 and 5, and EBSCO contract
(emailed separately) Electronic report.
Sandstrom’s report indicates that the current archival materials are under control and ready to
be taken to Washington. Additionally, she urges us to consider the attached EBSCO report. Ottenheimer
noted that it has been discussed at previous meetings and that EBSCO has evidently revised it to respond to
concerns of ours. She thinks it just needs to be approved. She thinks that there’s nothing left to question but if
there are questions Sandstrom would be happy to collect them. Buckner asked Ottenheimer to try to sum up
the proposal. Ottenheimer said she thought it was for EBSCO to put our Bulletin out for more widespread
consumption, to make it more available. We would sign an agreement that says they can do this. All of the
copyright issues appear to have been resolved; that we are copyrighting and that AAA also copyrights the
Bulletin in their name for us. Guinee added that they are an online database of articles and journals. They
make it available to libraries.

M/S/P Kehoe/Guinee: That we accept Pamela’s report and recommendations. Ottenheimer noted that
the email in the appendix says that agreement had been modified to take care of past issues, and that we had
discussed the question in November. Buckner noted that we can’t sign contracts. Ottenheimer thinks they’ve
worked out all the details with AAA and Wylie.
WEBMASTER’S REPORT (Ray Bucko) not present, no report. Margie suggested putting the website
onto the AAA site. Lisa Meyers can give people passwords to make updates. President Ulin will look into
putting the site on the AAA server.
SECTION ASSEMBLY REPRESENTATIVE’S REPORT (Rick Feinberg) – See Appendix 3
Regarding the Cronon situation, Kehoe has crafted a proposed CSAS statement which is
shorter than the AAA statement. The CSAS statement includes and emphasizes the issue of student privacy.
Edits were suggested as follows: “....we share in his outrage, .... and we support his efforts to maintain the
confidentiality of his university email. M/S/P (Buckner/Eberhardt) to accept the proposal with these
changes. Kehoe will make the edits.
STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE’S REPORT (Audrey Ricke) – See Appendix 6.
OLD BUSINESS
Meeting locations beyond 2012: Already discussed.
NEW BUSINESS
The CSAS Website (Margie Buckner): Already discussed
Proposed revision of Presidential track (Alice Kehoe and MaryCarol Hopkins) – See Appendix 4 –
Already discussed
Approval of 2011 occasional awards and 50+ membership recognition at lunch (Alice Kehoe)
M/S.P (Kehoe/Guinee) to present a special award to Will Sibley recognizing his years of service. Award will
be presented at the business meeting
OTHER NEW BUSINESS
There was no other new business.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
There were no other announcements.
ADJOURNMENT
The meeting adjourned at 6:30 p.m.
**terms expiring

Appendix 1
AAA Section Meeting Service Outline (Message from Carla Fernandez, AAA Meetings Coordinator)

The AAA meetings department is available to assist you throughout your meeting planning. In
order to give you an accurate timeline for work performed by AAA I will need a list of your
anticipated due dates. Please select the service(s) you’d like me to complete for your meeting
by initialing and dating in the corresponding box. Once I have received this form I will send you
a projected timeline for completion.
Initial

Date

Function
Coordinate site selection based on meeting requirements for space
Negotiate hotel contract including final contract review by AAA attorney
Coordinate meeting mailings with copy provided by Program Chair
Process registrations, print name badges, and provide registration report
Coordinate exhibit mailings and confirmations
Coordinate program printing and shipping to meeting
Coordinate special events (tickets, temp personnel on-site, etc.)
Coordinate bids and contracts for audiovisual equipment
Provide final specifications resume of the meeting to hotel
General Liability Insurance for section meetings is under an AAA
umbrella clause.

Administrative costs for actual time spent on meetings services are billed on an hourly rate of $30.
If you are creating your own registration form please forward a copy to me at cfernandez@aaanet.org so
that I may anticipate receiving these in our office. Your registration form should include:
•
•

Advance registration fees
On-site registration fees

AAA often receives inquiries about section meetings from registrants. In order to help those attendees I
ask that you please update me with any new information about your meeting (e.g. change in schedule,
new special events/fees, etc.).
I look forward to working with you towards a successful meeting! Please do not hesitate to contact me if
you have any questions via e-mail: cfernandez@aaanet.org or by phone (703)528-1902, ext 1173.

Appendix 2
ARCHIVISTS’ REPORT (Pamela Sandstrom)
1. Regarding CSAS archival materials:
I am holding approximately 10 boxes, all safely stored, that await our transporting them to the NAA in
Washington next time we travel south
2. Regarding EBSCO contract (see Appendix 5, at end):
The offer from EBSCO to include CSAS Bulletin in their multidisciplinary database Academic Search
Complete seems to me to be an excellent offer, with no obvious costs to the society. EBSCO made the
proposal last fall and the board deferred discussion in November to the spring meeting, so I would
strongly urge the board to approve the idea, and pass it on to AAA for their lawyerly input on the contract
details.
The already-digitized issues of CSAS Bulletin (1966-2007) hosted by Wiley Online Library (via the
original AnthroSource deal) are not legally ours to offer, and EBSCO is aware that a separate deal would
need to be brokered between AAA and Wiley for that content. I understand that they are only proposing
to include the full-text content of our self-digitized issues since 2007 (which is now freely accessible on
the CSAS-Creighton site). I believe that EBSCO is proposing the rights to reproduce the full text PDF
files and serve them directly from within the licensed database to subscribers, which should not prevent
CSAS from continuing to post them, as now, freely on our Web site. There is a great deal of new free
scholarly content being added to the EBSCO databases in this manner. The clear benefit yielded to
CSAS would be discovery of our meetings, awards, and member activities, along with any substantive
content from published distinguished lectures, etc.
That's really all that I can recommend. Surely the other publications of AAA sections have received the
same offer, and AAA should be up on the fine points of the negotiation. At least the board should review
the contract, and decide if it should be passed on to AAA to approve -- I am not up on the requirements
of CSAS' contractual agreements, and cannot offer any further advice about the contract. Even if it takes
AAA another 6 months to review the contract, I think CSAS would be in a good position to make the final
approval.

------------------------------------------------------Appendix 3
SECTION ASSEMBLY REPRESENTATIVE REPORT (Rick Feinberg):
1. Typically the Section Assembly is not particularly active between the time of the annual AAA meeting
and the following April. The SA conversation since the start of this year has consisted of reminders about
things decided upon at the November meeting, such as the initiative to have some AAA events outside of
the conference hotel (to try to reach a broader public), registration waivers for a few non-anthropologist
contributors to the forthcoming annual meeting, and concerns about the future of publishing (which is still
in the hands of the study committee). There was also the very public discussion of the position of science
in anthropology, which has been thoroughly discussed and will continue to be addressed at this CSAS
meeting.
2. That said, note that on March 28, 2011, the following resolution was submitted to the AAA Executive
Board by Section Assembly convenor Vilma Santiago-Irizarry regarding Prof. Bill Cronon's case:
“The American Anthropological Association joins the American Historical Association in
deploring recent efforts by the deputy executive director of the Wisconsin Republican Party to intimidate
William Cronon, a distinguished professor of history at the University of Wisconsin-Madison, and the
incoming president of the AHA. Social science has always recognized the importance of using
scholarship to explore our own times and culture in the same way it examines other cultures and other

times. Working within that tradition, Professor Cronon has used his deep knowledge of American history
to provide a historical context for the recent events in Wisconsin. In the process, he has enriched our
understanding of the present as well as the past. If the Republican Party of Wisconsin had followed its
own finest principles, it would have challenged his historical account and invited him to participate in a
public conversation about the issues he has raised. Instead, it has demanded that the university supply
copies of emails to and from Cronon that mention certain politicians and activities.
“The purpose of the state's Open Records Law is to promote informed public conversation.
Anthropologists vigorously support the freedom of information act traditions of the United States of which
this law is a part. In this case, however, we fear the law has been invoked to do the opposite: to find a
pretext for discrediting a scholar who has taken a public position. This inquiry will damage, rather than
promote, public conversation. It will discourage other scholars employed by public institutions from
speaking out as citizen-scholars in their blogs, op-ed pieces, articles, books, and other writings. We join
with the AHA in calling on public-spirited individuals and organizations to denounce this assault on
academic freedom, asking the Wisconsin Republican party to withdraw its request, and urging it to
participate in a forthright and fair public conversation about the issues Professor Cronon has raised. To
remain silent is to acquiesce in an attempt to deprive not only Professor Cronon, but scholars
everywhere, of the right to use scholarship to inform debates on public issues.
“Because we thought the matter required expeditious action, we decided to base our statement
on AHA's resolution and to articulate our action as a matter of collegial solidarity across disciplines and
their professional organizations. We also note that Prof. Cronon is an AAA lifetime member, further
underscoring the appropriateness of scholarly solidarity in this egregious situation.”

Appendix 4
PROPOSAL FOR REORGANIZATION OF THE
CENTRAL STATES ANTHROPOLOGICAL SOCIETY OFFICERS
AND OFFICER DUTIES
proposed by MaryCarol Hopkins and Alice Kehoe
CSAS 2011 Nominations Committee - March 2011
We have found that the four-year commitment to serving as CSAS president causes reluctance on the part
of potential nominees.
1. The length of time commitment is essentially six years from the date nominated, since candidate is
invited during the fall or winter, goes on a May ballot, and doesn’t begin the series of offices until the
following spring.
2. The sequencing of offices means that a single person ends up serving in many different offices, each of
which calls for different tasks and talents; a person may feel less capable at the duties of all the
offices in the sequence.
(We do understand the original intent of the series, to familiarize the president with each facet of the
officers’ responsibilities.)
3. The short time (one year) spent in the vice-president offices, which results in a person leaving an office
just as they are figuring out how to carry out the duty.
Therefore, we propose that the CSAS Board consider dividing responsibilities of the single sequence:—2nd
VP elect, 2nd VP, 1st VP, Pres., & Past Pres.—into the following discrete offices:
President:

- 1 year term, plus expectation that person remains available for consultation as immediate
past president.
Takes responsibility for all CSAS business and the needs of the organization, except that which is
otherwise designated;
Prepares, with Secretary’s assistance, and conducts Board Meeting at the fall
AAA conference;
Prepares, with Secretary’s assistance, and conducts Board Meeting at the spring
CSAS conference;
Prepare, with Secretary’s assistance, and conducts the Annual Business Meeting
at the spring CSAS conference;
takes note of office vacancies, consults with Board and appoints substitutes;
represents CSAS as needed;
ideally, attends Section Assembly with Section Assembly Representative.

Vice President - 1 year term, then becomes president.
Serves as President-in-training; assists president with all responsibilities and
assumes presidency the following year; serves in the president’s absence.
Section Assembly Representative: - 3-year term —in fact we have done this. Rick now has this position.
Section representative to AAA Section Assembly
must attend the AAA Section Assembly meeting, which is normally conducted at the annual
AAA meeting;
communicates regularly with CSAS president and officers;
represents CSAS interests to AAA in all matters.
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NOTE: AAA requests that Section Assembly Reps serve for 3 years, and have been an officer of the
Section for at least 2 years before that. CSAS’s present configuration of officers does not
specify this.
Program Chair - elected annually to serve 2 years.
Plans the program for the CSAS Annual Conference (must begin two years ahead):
Selects papers and develops them into sessions, appointing session chairs as needed, and
develops a schedule for the conference;
provides preliminary program materials to Bulletin Editor in time for printing in February
issue;
edits titles, abstracts, and all materials for the Conference Program, provides these materials
to Secretary in time to print the final Program for distribution at the conference;
provides timely information to the Anthropology News column editor regarding dates,
themes, deadlines, and other information on the annual conference;
determines membership eligibility of proposers;
promptly notifies proposers of acceptance or rejection of their papers, as early as possible,
but definitely before preliminary program goes to press;
works with Local Arrangements Chair to develop special events such as keynote speakers,
group meals, and other scholarly and social events.
Assistant Program Chair - elected annually, becomes Program Chair.
Assists the Program Chair in all responsibilities in order to learn how they are done and in
order to be able to fill in at a moment’s notice;
becomes Program Chair the following year.
Local Arrangements Chair: - elected annually, for two-year term, first year assisting
Local Arrangements Chair; OR, appointed by Board annually, two-year term.
Researches possible meeting sites at least two years ahead;
investigates possible sites and hotels; provides Board with list, with commentary;
takes responsibility for all local matters such as securing a hotel with guest and meeting
rooms as well as other space, special events (keynote speaker, social evening), special
meals, etc.;
(ideally) physically checks out the hotel and meeting rooms to determine
suitability;
arranges for room equipment such as projectors, computers, etc.;
works with Treasurer to determine conference registration fee and other fees for special conference
events;
works with Program Chair to arrange special events such as keynote speakers, group meals, and
other scholarly and social events;
develops relationship with and involves local anthropologists and others in the community
(museums, teachers, social or international agencies, etc.) who could be interested in
participating in all or part of the program;
secures a local assistant to help with these matters (a graduate student would be suitable) and to
increase involvement in CSAS;
secures student help for the conference itself (errands, equipment, registration, tickets, etc.).
OTHER:
Secretary and Treasurer: Board should bear in mind that eventually Harriet may resign from one or both
offices, in which case they should revert to two offices.
Awards Committee – 2 persons, elected annually to serve 2 years, OR appointed by Board for 2-year term
(staggered). These two persons call for, receive, and process submissions for White and Dillingham
Awards and for two student paper awards (graduate and undergraduate).
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Web-Master & Electronics Guru: to continue the good work Ray Bucko has been doing, with the added
responsibility of maintaining the website.
Student Representative: This should be listed as one office (one vote, counts as one for quorum), even if
shared by several individuals; should actively recruit student membership and plan student events
as part of the annual meeting.
Other offices, appointed as we have them (such as Archivist), or as may be proposed (e.g., membership,
perhaps parliamentarian or legal advisor)
Nominees will commit their intention (a) to serve if elected and (b) to attend the two annual Board meetings
per year, regardless of whether their institutions provide funding.
CSAS Board may assist hardship cases, as submitted for Board consideration.
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Appendix 5
From: "Megan Pryor" <mpryor@ebscohost.com>
Sent: "Pamela Sandstrom" <sandstrp@ipfw.edu>
Date: Thursday - March 3, 2011 1:27 PM
Subject: Fwd: RE: Publication Nomination [EBSCO's Academic Search Complete database offer to index CSAS
Bulletin]
Attachments: Central States Anthropological Society_EBSCO_4.7.11.doc
[SEE ACCOMPANYING PDF FILE]
Hi Pamela,
Thank you for your reply. I have updated the attached agreement to include your e-ISSN (1548-7431 is what Wiley
has as well) and a date of April 7, 2011 since that is the earliest point at which the document would be signed.
Thank you for reminding me of the situation regarding your past issues. Because these fall under Wiley, I have
modified Section 2.8 to begin our permission to license with Volume 43, Issue 2, where I believe Wiley stopped
coverage: http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/journal/10.1111/(ISSN)1548-7431. As I have mentioned, we typically begin
with the current issue and move forward anyway. We can work on a separate agreement with Wiley to include your
past issues should the EBSCO Product Managers deem it appropriate.
I think this covers everything. If you think of anything else, please let me know. I am excited to work with you to
include the CSAS Bulletin and promote your society.
Kind Regards,
Megan J. Pryor, Key Account Manager
EBSCO Publishing ~ The Natural Partner: http://www.ebscohost.com/uploads/imported/thisTopic-dbTopic1030.pdf
E: mpryor@ebscohost.com | P: 978.356.6500 x2149 | F: 978.356.5191 attn: mjp | 10 Estes Street, Ipswich, MA
01938, USA
From: Pamela Sandstrom [mailto:sandstrp@ipfw.edu]
Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2011 12:59 PM
To: Megan Pryor
Subject: RE: Publication Nomination [EBSCO's Academic Search Complete database offer to index CSAS Bulletin]
Dear Megan,
Thanks for following up again with your proposal to include CSAS Bulletin in EBSCOhost's databases. I will bring this
discussion before the CSAS Executive Board in advance of the annual meeting in Iowa on April 7-9. The incoming
president will take it up with the American Anthropological Association, I believe, and have their lawyers confirm the
CSAS' role in signing the contract. As you may recall, the digitized version of the print copy was created by
AnthroSource (under University of California Press), and now the issues from 1966-2007 are hosted by Wiley Online
Library under terms of their agreement with the AAA.
There is one issue for you to address before I bring up the conversation we had in November with the board. The
attached contract includes the ISSN for the print copy (0577-0963), but under eISSN, you should note that 1548-7431
belongs to the electronic version. I would appreciate it if you would kindly confirm this information in WorldCat/OCLC
for yourself (or have someone at EBSCO who verifies these cataloging details confirm that this information is
correct). Would you like to reissue the contract with the updated information (and do you need to update the
November 2010 date as well)?
Thanks again -- looking forward to hearing from you soon,
Pamela
======================================
Pamela Effrein Sandstrom, M.L.S., Ph.D.
Director of Library Programs and Development
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Walter E. Helmke Library
Indiana University-Purdue University Fort Wayne
2101 Coliseum Blvd. East
Fort Wayne, IN 46805-1499
260.481.6514 (office) 260.481.6509 (fax)
sandstrp@ipfw.edu http://www.lib.ipfw.edu
======================================
413-464-7160 (home)
413-623-2350 (mobile)
>>> "Megan Pryor" 02/28/11 11:12 AM >>>
Dear Pamela,
I hope all has been well since we last spoke.
I am writing to follow up with you about the nomination of the CSAS Bulletin to be included in the EBSCOhost research
databases. Remember that working with EBSCO Publishing can benefit you in several ways:
•
•
•
•

Your discoverability is increased: Users who were not familiar with your publication will find your articles as
results to their keyword searches
Your individual memberships and institutional subscriptions should increase: Acquisition Librarians rely
on statistics from our databases to make subscription decisions based on patron use
Your web traffic should increase: We include a live link to your website so that users can go to you directly
for publication ordering details and further information
You will receive unrivaled exposure: Over 90% of libraries worldwide in university, institutional, and
public settings subscribe to an EBSCOhost database. Our databases get 24 million hits per day.

A publisher's relationship with us is low maintenance. We ask that they sign a licensing agreement, so that our
partnership is clear (i.e. we have your permission to include your content, but the copyright of the content remains
yours, etc.) After this agreement is processed on our end (which can take some time given the large volume of
publishers we have signing up each week), all you need to do is send us your content when it becomes
available. Most publishers simply drag and drop their PDFs at an ftp site we provide. However, we can typically use
whatever electronic data you have available.
Attached is a fresh copy of our standard agreement for your review. If you would like to move forward with
promoting your title, please complete pages 1, 6 & 7, then return the agreement to me with a hand-written signature
via email or fax.
We look forward to providing you additional avenues through which to grow your business.
Kind Regards,
Megan
Megan J. Pryor, Key Account Manager
EBSCO Publishing ~ The Natural Partner: http://www.ebscohost.com/uploads/imported/thisTopic-dbTopic1030.pdf
E: mpryor@ebscohost.com | P: 978.356.6500 x2149 | F: 978.356.5191 attn: mjp | 10 Estes Street, Ipswich, MA
01938, USA
Appendix 6
STUDENT BOARD REPRESENTATIVE REPORT (submitted by A. Ricke)
Two professional development panels on publishing and the job application process were organized for the
CSAS April 2011 meetings.
An email was sent to the CSAS listserv asking student members to send any suggestions or comments they
would like CSAS to consider. I am currently awaiting student responses.
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